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Abstract

In this paper an efficient segment selection method for corpus-

based speech synthesis is presented. Traditional unit-selectors

use dynamic programming (DP) to find in a fully connected

segment network the most appropriate segment sequence based

on target- and concatenation costs. Instead of performing a full

DP search, the presented unit-selector applies fast

transformations on binary valued segment connection matrices.

It is further also shown that this technique can be expanded to

supra-segmental unit-selection without altering the segment size

in the database.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, connection

matrix

1 Introduction

A classical corpus-based speech synthesizer [3] includes a

large, prosodically rich speech segment database, containing

speech units and modules for linguistic processing, prosody

prediction, unit selection, segment concatenation and prosody

modification. In the first step, the linguistic modules convert

the input text into a sequence of abstract target segments, each

having a feature vector. The feature vectors associated with the

target segments are used to describe the target message in a

linguistically motivated way. Therefore, the speech segment

database is segmented and labeled with features that are directly

related to the features used in the unit selector. In the second

step, the unit selector decides which sequence of speech

segments is selected from the space of possible segment

sequences. Therefore it minimizes the distance between the

target- and the actual segment sequence by using feature

dependent cost functions and by considering inter-segment

continuity by calculating a concatenation cost for each segment

combination. In order to avoid disturbing concatenation

artifacts, the RealSpeak® unit selector uses masking functions

[3] to stimulate the rejection of segment combinations that

cause artifacts. This optimization problem fits well in a

dynamic programming framework. Finally speech is

synthesized by retrieving, decoding, modifying and

concatenating the selected speech segments.

Unfortunately there are some drawbacks associated with the

dynamic programming (DP) framework used in corpus-based

speech synthesizers:

The DP optimization does not guarantee the optimal speech

quality that can be obtained with a given segment database

because the process of cost function calculation and

combination is an oversimplification of a much more

complex perceptual process.
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The DP consumes considerably more processing power

than most other TTS components.

The system described in this paper avoids dynamic

gramming by pre-calculating viable segment combinations,

iciently stored in segment connection matrices.

2 Smooth Synthesis

fore tackling the real problem we will hypothesize a system

th an infinite segment database (only conceptually). It is

umed that it is constructed by segmenting and labeling an

inite series of different single-speaker speech messages.

rthermore we assume that the infinite segment database is

rrectly labeled and annotated. An implicit feature of the

inite segment database is that for each well constructed target

scription there will be at least one natural sounding segment

uence that will fulfill the target and continuity requirements.

l concatenation- and target costs will therefore be zero. In

at follows we will refer to smooth synthesis if the synthesis
ult is free from concatenation artifacts (i.e. all concatenation

sts are zero). In this particular case the set of optimal

lutions can be found without resorting to DP. The set of all

ssible segment sequences can then be created by constructing

raph while traversing the target sequence from left to right.

what follows we will discuss an efficient representation for

set of smooth synthesis results based on real-world segment

tabases.

In reality the segment database is of finite duration.

erefore it is not always possible to find smooth synthesis

ults for a given target. However, by means of moderate

er-segment smoothing [1] it is possible to build segment

uences without concatenation artifacts while keeping the

nal distortion resulting from the smoothing process below

hearing threshold. The requirement for smooth synthesis

plifies the unit selector significantly. For each

ncatenation feature f, the smooth synthesis condition implies
t the transparency threshold

f
TP , which defines the tolerance

it for a feature mismatch, and the quality threshold
f
T which defines the maximum permissible feature mismatch,

incide (see [3] and fig.1). In other words the piece-wise

ear masking function defined by its two thresholds is reduced

a binary classifier (fig 1). The masking function maps a small

ture difference to 0 (i.e. when the unit selector foresees no

dible concatenation artifact) and 1 in the other case.
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Figure 1: Degeneration of the masking function Mf to a binary
classifier

Hence, smooth synthesis is obtained if and only if the

cumulative concatenation cost associated to the path through

the segment candidates is zero. As a consequence we will be

able to use fast and efficient Boolean operators to construct the

set of smooth synthesis results. Once the graph representation

of the set of smooth synthesis results is known, it is

straightforward to find the segment sequence with the lowest

cumulative target cost. This procedure is more efficient than

the traditional DP approach because calculation and

accumulation of concatenation costs are avoided.

3 The Segment Connection Network

3.1 The Fully Connected Network

In traditional corpus based TTS, each unit from the speech

segment database can be regarded as a single state in a complex

fully connected state transition network in which the unit

selector has to find the path of lowest cost that approximates

the target [4].

In what follows it will be assumed that the target segment

sequence has length L. Let Ni be the number of segment
candidates for target segment i {1,2,..,L}. The number of all
possible segment sequences CL grows exponentially with

increasing length L and is given by CL=N1 N2 L. The DP

algorithm used in traditional unit selectors is an efficient way to

traverse through the different segment combinations in order to

find the segment sequence that minimizes the imposed criteria.

3.2 The Segment Connection Matrix

In the following paragraphs it will be shown that an efficient

representation of the closed set of all acceptable realizations

can be easily obtained by introducing binary segment

connection matrices.

segment sequence of length L. The
segment database provides a candidate list for each target

segment. Candidate list k {1,2,..,L} contains Nk segment
candidates. The smooth synthesis restriction as defined above

defines for each pair of adjacent candidate lists (k, k+1) a
directed graph Gk that represents the transparent segment
transitions (allowable connections) between segments of both

candidate lists. Therefore we can represent all transparent

segment transitions of each pair of candidate lists (k, k+1) by
means of a binary valued connection matrix Tk which is
associated to the graph Gk. Because each graph Gk is by
construction bipartite, the connection matrix Tk is essentially a

1kk NN matrix. Each element k
jit , {0,1} of connection

matrix Tk is representative for the connectivity between
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ment i of candidate list k and segment j of candidate list k+1
d can be written as a function of the F concatenation features:

F
jk

F
ikFFjkik

k
ji uudMuudMt ,1,

1

,1

1

,11, ,..,

th
f
jku , : concatenation feature f {1,2,..,F} of segment

candidate j ,
::,fd : the distance operator associated to

concatenation feature f ,
: the logical and-operator,

fM : the Boolean masking function for concatenation

feature f ( fM maps small feature distances to 1 and

larger feature distances to 0)

It should be noted that the elements of the connection

trix may not be interpreted as concatenation costs

rresponds to a transparent transition (i.e. low concatenation

st) here are audible discontinuities

. high concatenation cost).
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gure 2: Excerpt of a segment connection network. Associated
connection graphs Gk and connection matrices Tk

The sequence of L-1 connection matrices T1,T2, TL-1 is
omplete and compact representation for the connections of

bipartite graphs G1G2 GL-1 that describes the segment
nnection network under smooth synthesis conditions. Some

the segment sequences represented by T1,T2, TL-1 will
an the entire target length while other sequences will contain

s than L segments. Smooth synthesis sequences of length L
ll be referred to as complete sequences. Complete sequences
rt with a segment from the first candidate list and end with a

ment of the last candidate list. By means of elementary

trix operations we can transform the sequence of connection

trices to a new sequence of sparser connection matrices

,S2, SL-1 that uniquely describes all complete sequences.
ese new matrices are sparser because nodes that give rise to

omplete sequences are removed from the graph

resentation G1G2 GL-1 (These nodes are marked in red and



blue in fig. 2). The node removal is simple. A segment

sequence is incomplete if it does not start with a segment from

the first candidate list or if it does not end with a segment from

the last candidate list. This means that we have to check for

two situations:

1. An incomplete segment sequence ends with the jth
segment of segment candidate list k if and only if

an index i {1..Nk} can be found that fulfills:

2

1

,

,

,..,2,10

1

k
k
lj

k
ji

Nlt
t

2. An incomplete segment sequence begins with

segment candidate i of candidate list k if and only

if an index j {1..Nk} can be found that fulfills

1

1

,

,

,..,2,10

1

k
k
il

k
ji

Nlt
t

The actual implementation will not check for each element

(i,j) if the above conditions are fulfilled; it will rather operate at
a column or row basis. It should be noted that these operations

are efficiently implemented when the connection matrices are

represented as connection lists.

The two conditions above lead to the following two node

removal rules:

A. If the ith column of Tk-1 is zero than set row i of Tk
to zero

B. If the jth row of Tk+1 is zero then set column j of Tk
to zero

at rule A (red in fig. 2) should be executed from

left to right starting with the second connection matrix (k=2)
while rule B (blue in fig 2) should be executed from right to

left, starting with the penultimate connection matrix (k=L-2).
The algorithmic complexity to find all complete sequences is

linear in L. The node removal cannot be done off-line because
it depends on the sequence of the connection matrices Tk.
However, by pre-calculating and caching the connection

matrices Tk the generation of the Sk matrices can be made
extremely fast.

3.3 Controlling connectivity

Before we continue with the discussion it is interesting to get an

idea about the number of full path sequences, compared to CL.
For a large database and in the assumption that for each feature

f {1,2,..,F} the feature distances ::,fd between all viable

segment combinations are uniformly and independently

distributed, there exists a simple relationship between the F
transparency thresholds

f
TP and the average number of full path

sequences NL.

L
L

L

k
k

L
L CNN

1

with 1
::,max1

F

f f

f
T

d
P

The above relation shows that the average number of full

path sequences can be slightly controlled by changing the

transparency thresholds within an acceptable range.

The segment database of a corpus-based speech synthesis

system can contain rare speech segments. Therefore it is not
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ays possible to find transparent segment connections

tween the candidate lists. This problem can be solved by

namically adapting the transparency threshold while creating

connection matrices to guarantee at least a predefined

mber of connections for each viable candidate list

mbination.

4 Some Properties of Connection Matrices

Multiplication properties

can be easily verified that the number of different paths that

nnect the ith segment of the candidate list n to the jth segment
candidate list m is given by the (i,j)th element of the Nn × Nm
trix:

P
n,m
= Sn.Sn+1 Sm-1 n<m

a consequence P
n,m

can be used to calculate the total

mber of different paths that arrive at each segment of

ndidate list n by means of the following matrix

ltiplication:
n

Nn
,1

1
Pua

ith 1..1
1N

u a row vector of dimension N1.

Analogously, we can write nd as the column vector of

ension Nn that represents the total number of different paths
t depart from each segment from candidate list n:

T
N

Ln
n L

uPd ,

To cover the full range of index n the definition of matrix
,m
can be extended to the case where n=m:

nN
nn
IP

,

e total number of full path sequences N is given by the scalar
duct of na with nd and is independent of the index of the

ndidate list n.
LnN nn ,..,1da

Connectivity Index

sed on the properties of the connection matrices, the number

different paths that pass through each segment can be

lculated by means of a series of matrix multiplications. The

al number of paths that include a given segment is the

duct of the number of paths that arrive at the segment with

number of paths that depart from that segment. The number

complete sequences that pass through each segment of a

ndidate list n is given by the component-wise multiplication

na with nd expressed as
T
nn da . This allows us to

fine for each candidate list n the following dimensionless
rameter vector:

nn

T
nn

n
da

da
c

ich we will define as the connectivity index vector of
ndidate list n. The connectivity index in,c of the ith segment

candidate list n can be seen as the relative contribution of
ment i to the number of full path sequences that pass
ough candidate list n.



5 Pruning Techniques

In this section we discuss two pruning techniques for segment

database reduction that are based on connection matrices only

(i.e. without referring to target costs).

5.1 Connectivity pruning

The connectivity index of a segment is a good indicator to

detect which segments contribute most to the smooth synthesis

results. By synthesizing a large text corpus one can calculate

the average connectivity index of each segment of all candidate

lists. As opposed to standard statistical reduction techniques

[5], the connectivity index vector of candidate lists

corresponding with rare segments will not be directly affected

by the poor distribution of those segments in the text corpus.

Only rare segment combinations will be removed from the

segment database as a result of the pruning process.

5.2 Similarity pruning

Segments that are used in corpus-based synthesis are generally

phoneme sized. Typical segments are diphones [3], demi-

phones [1] and phonemes [2]. Because of their short length,

these segments do not embed much supra-segmental

information. Their segment combinations define the supra-

segmental representation of the synthesized speech signal. If

two short speech segments have similar acoustic features at

both of their boundaries (i.e. fulfill similar continuity

constraints) then these segments can be exchanged without

changing much to the supra-segmental realization of the

sequence. Such situations occur when all paths that pass

through one segment also pass through another segment. In

this case we can remove one of the two segments.

The search for redundant segments based on their acoustic

similarity can be efficiently implemented by means of

connection matrix operations. Assume that ikr , and jkr , are

two segment candidates from candidate list k. If all paths that
pass through ikr , are the same as the paths that pass through

jkr , then columns i and j of matrix Sk-1 are identical and the i
th

and jth rows of matrix Sk are identical. In reality, few segments
will fulfill this condition. In practical situations, we will find

more rows and columns that are almost identical. The

normalized correlation between two rows or two columns can

be used as a measure for the degree of overlap between the

rows or columns. If the degree of overlap between two

columns in one combination matrix is close to one and the

correlation between the two corresponding rows of the

following combination matrix is also close to one than the

segment that corresponds with one of the rows can be removed

from the candidate list. The removal of a segment is equivalent

with the deletion of a column in one connection matrix and the

deletion of the corresponding row in the next connection

matrix.

6 Supra-segmental unit-selection

Once all complete sequences are represented by the series of

connection matrices, the best segment sequence can be selected.

Inspired by traditional unit selection, the target costs at the

segmental level can be used to find a minimal cost path. In

what follows we will sketch a unit selection technique that
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igns target costs at the syllable level by means of prosody

ring.

The speech segments from a standard segment database are

small to carry interesting prosodic information.

combination of the segments that makes up the final

sody. Traditional unit-selection uses a linear combination

cost functions to model the perceptual relevance of feature

ctor mismatches. The unit-selector uses many different

rameters to control the prosody. Some of these parameters

derived at the syllable level where after they are

nsplanted to the segmental level. Because of the speaker

pendent prosodic variation, the selection of segments from

ferent syllables with the same or similar symbolic features

es not always yield the expected prosodic pattern.

erefore it is interesting to extend the segmental based unit

ection to a supra-segmental based unit selection without

orting to features defined at the segmental level but by

nsidering prosodic patterns that span the entire syllable. By

mbining the connection networks of each syllable separately,

umber of syllable candidate lists can be constructed. It is

ar that the number of candidate lists drops because of the

glutination of the segmental units to supra-segmental units.

wever, because of the many segment combinations that are

ssible, the syllable candidate lists can become much larger

n the initial segment lists. The syllable candidates created

this composition method define, through their acoustic

lization, prosodic features at the supra-segmental level. The

ndidate syllables can now be scored by traversing a tree

ntaining sets of syllable-sized prosodic templates at its

ves. In a similar way, the syllables with the best scores can

combined into bi- or tri-syllable networks where after a

ilar scoring can be done at a lower time resolution. The

glutination to successively larger segments can be continued

long as there is enough reference data to score the

mbinations.

7 Conclusions

this paper we have presented a fast unit selection method that

based on the calculation of combination matrices and the

ective removal of unnecessary nodes. The technique is

tirely based on the concept of smooth synthesis. Besides its

mputational efficiency, the combination matrices can be used

segment pruning and for supra-segmental unit selection in a

mental framework.
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